
Dr.TWL Infinity Customisable LipStain Palette [Launching 12 Dec 2019 at the brand new 
www.drtwlpharmacy.com] 
 
[One Palette—Infinite Possibilities] Be your own Dr.TWL Colour Scientist! Say no to 
wasted makeup packaging, declutter your makeup and anti-age your lips at the same 
time. This palette contains everything you need to design your own highly pigmented lip 
stains on the go, while travelling and with infinite colour possibilities in one basic palette. 
Lip base fortified with #DNALIP from Salmon Roe DNA and moisturising phytoceramides 
to volumise, anti-wrinkle and nourish your lips.  
 

 
 
 
Entire Kit Contains: 
[5 Bases + 3 Lab Formulators] Featuring highly pigmented shades of red lipstick bases 
which is used to make colours from each wheel ( wine red, fiery red, berry, coral and 
pinks) can be customised with our in-house formulated intensifiers to make any shade 
imaginable!  
 
[Dr.TWL Anti-Ageing Lip Wand] Comes with a Lip Wand with specially processed 
Biomimetic Synthetic Fibres— for hassle free on-the-go efficient colour mixing and 
cuticle-free angled fibres for precision application.  

http://www.drtwlpharmacy.com/


[7 Re-usable Empty Magnetic Tin Pans] For you to mix and store your own unique 
LipStain creations.  
[Silvexia UV-Protective Palette] Durable portable palette, designed to fit into your 
standard makeup bag for on-the-go creation of lipstains! Coated with a sophisticated 
finish with advanced materials engineering technology. UV-protective anodized silver 
prevents UV-degradation of cosmeceutical active ingredients. Perfect for travel.  
[Eco-friendly, Zero Waste Makeup Concept] The magnetic palette system allows creation 
of your own unique palette, with easy swopping out and add-on of additional tins— 
including our cream blush, highlighters and cream shadow formulas!  
 
[Pi- π Advanced Colour Science System] Integrated with our virtual Dr.TWL LipStain 
Mixer, launching 20 Dec 2019 
 
How To Use the Palette  
[1]Choose your favourite lipstick base  
 
Titrate with Dr.TWL Lab Formulators— 3 specially formulated pigment adjusters to create 
any lipshade of your choice 
 
[2]Lighten with our Pigment Diluter 
[3]Darken with our Dr.TWL Lab Intensifier  
    Brighten with our Dr.TWL Lab Luminizer 
[4] Add on: Dr.TWL Lip Topper for gold, pearl, diamond, bronze and pink chameleon 
effects  
 
 
 
 
 
 


